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RULING
The issues
[1]

This ruling is concerned with the following three matters:
[1.1]

An application
Luani);

for the

examination

of the

plaintiff

(Lord

I·I·! I
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An application for a charging order absolute over assets
alleged to be owned by the second defendant (Yanjian Group)
in execution of Lord Luani's judgment; and

[ 1.3] An application for an order cancelling a ruling of this Court of
2 November 2017 ordering Lord Luani to refund to the third
defendant (Yanjian Tonga) a sum of $315,007.25 taken in
execution of a judgment obtained by Lord Luani that was
subsequently overturned on appeal.
[2]

I will deal with each matter in order but for the benefit of the reader
I will first briefly summarise the relevant background.
The facts

[3]

Lord Luani obtained judgment jointly and severally against all of the
defendants in the Land Court on 5 May 2017 for $5,556,000 plus
interest.

[ 4]

The defendants appealed from the judgment of the Land Court.

[5]

Notwithstanding the appeal Lord Luani took steps to enforce his
judgment.

On 29 June 2017 he applied for a garnishee order

against money held to the credit of Yanjian Tonga with the Australia
and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (ANZ).
[6]

On 13 July 2017 the garnishee order was made absolute.

An

amount of $315,007.25 was paid on 14 July 2017 from Yanjian
Tonga's account with the ANZ to Lord Luani (or to his solicitor for his
credit).
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Yanjian Tonga applied for a stay of execution of the Land Court's
judgment on 17 July 2017 but that was too late to prevent execution
of the garnishee order absolute and the application was withdrawn
on 28 July 2017.

[8]

The Court of Appeal heard the defendants' appeal from the Land
Court ruling on 4 September 2017.

On 6 September 2017 the

appeal of Lord Nuku and Yanjian Group was allowed in part.
Judgment was entered for Lord Luani against Lord Nuku and Yanjian
Group in the reduced sum of $3,380,335 with interest.
[9]

However, importantly the appeal by Yanjian Tonga was allowed with
costs. The judgment entered against it in the Land Court was set
aside.

[10]

Yanjian Tonga then applied for an order cancelling the garnishee
order absolute of 13 July 2017 and for an order that the
$315,007.25 taken from its ANZ account be refunded to it. I made
those orders in a written ruling of 2 October 2017.

[11]

Lord Luani has not refunded any part of the $315,007.25 and says
that he is no position to do so having spent the money on his
lawyer's fees, the Church and in the payment of debts owed by him
and others.

[12]

It is against that background that Yanjian Tonga has applied to have
Lord Luani examined as to his means.

[13]

For his part, Lord Luani is seeking to enforce his judgment against
Yanjian Group by way of an application for a charging order over
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There is however a dispute as to whether Yanjian

Group has any beneficial interest in those assets.
[ 14]

Lord Luani also applies for the cancellation of the ruling of 2 October
2017.

He argues that he should not be required to repay the

$315,007 .25 taken from the account of Yanjian Tonga with ANZ as
that money was an asset of Yanjian Group (against whom he has a
judgment) and not Yanjian Tonga.
The examination of Lord Luani
[15]

Lord Luani answered the Court's summons and appeared for his
examination but he had none of the information and documents that
he was required to bring with him to the Court. Accordingly I have
adjourned the examination until 9am on 5 December 2017. At least
seven days before that date Lord Luani is to provide to Yanjian
Tonga's lawyer all of the information listed as 2(a)-(e) in the Order
for Oral Examination of Judgment Debtor dated 1 November 2017
that was served upon him.
The charging order

[16]

On 2 November 2017 Lord Luani applied for a charging order over
assets he alleges are owned by Yanjian Group.

[17]

On 9 November 2017 I ordered that Yanjian Group appear before
the Court to show cause why those assets should not be charged to
secure payment of Lord Luani's judgment under 0.34 Rule 3
Supreme Court Rules.

I directed that Lord Nuku and Yanjian Tonga
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along with the Hon Minister of Lands were to be served with the
application and had a right to be heard.
[18]

Both Yanjian Tonga and Yanjian Group oppose the making of a
charging order absolute.

Mr. Sisifa entered an appearance for the

Hon. Minister of Lands and provided information to the Court but
otherwise took no stance in relation to the application.
[19]

The assets against which the charging order absolute is sought are
stated to be:
(a)

A bulldozer (with no identifying details).

(b)

A crusher (with no identifying details).

(c)

3 x Loaders (with no identifying details).

(d)

Excavators (with no identifying details or even number of
loaders)

(e)

Lease of Lot 90.

(f)

Three heavy trucks with registration numbers J7280, J7290
and J7178.

(g)

All trade and other receivables due and payable to Yanjian
Group under the financial statement of 2016 (which I
understand refers to the financial statement of Yanjian
Tonga).

(h)

All funds in the ANZ Bank account numbers 1826650
($1,067,857) and 1613385.
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In respect to Lot 90 (item 19(e)) it is now accepted by Lord Luani
that he is not entitled to a charge over the lease and I need say no
more about that.

[21]

In respect to the bank accounts (item 16(h)) the account 1826650 is
an account of Yanjian Tonga with ANZ but Mr. Fonua advises me
that he has no idea why it was alleged in the application that there is
$1,067,857 in the account.

There is no evidence that there is

presently any credit balance in the account. I understand from the
affidavit of Jiahui Wang that account 1613385 is also an account of
Yanjian Tonga.

Again I see no evidence that there is a credit

balance in the account.
The parties' positions

[22]

The issue in this case is whether Yanjian Group has a beneficial
interest in any of the assets against which a charging order absolute
may be made in favour of Lord Luani.

[23]

Lord Luani's application proceeds on the bold basis that all assets of
any description in the possession or under the control of Yanjian
Tonga are in fact owned by Yanjian Group. This includes, he argues,
not only the heavy machinery (items 19(a), (b), (c), (d) and (f)) but
also money held in the bank accounts of Yanjian Tonga (item 19(h))
and the accounts receivable shown in the last financial statements of
Yanjian Tonga to 30 June 2016 (item 19(g)).

[24]

Mr. Fonua has in the past submitted that Yanjian Tonga is the alter
ego of Yanjian Group justifying the lifting of the corporate veil. On
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this occasion he described Yanjian Tonga as the 'puppet' of Yanjian
Group.
[25]

Yanjian Group and Yanjian Tonga argue that they are wholly
separate and independent companies and that Yanjian Group has no
beneficial interest in any of the assets over which Lord Luani seeks a
charging order absolute.
The evidence

[26]

Mr. Fonua referred me to three agreements.

First, is an agreement

between Island Quarry (which I understand is Lord Nuku) and
Yanjian Group. It was entered into in January 2011. It is concerned
with the quarrying of coral rock for the Tonga National Road
Improvement Project. The significance of it as far as I can
understand is that it states that Yanjian Group had 'equipment and
machinery'. The equipment and machinery is not however identified
further.
[27]

The second agreement is between Yanjian Group and Yanjian Tonga
and was referred to as a relationship agreement.

It is dated 22

December 2012 and under it Yanjian Tonga agreed that it would look
after and take

care of

property of Yanjian Group including

construction equipment and heavy machinery. Again the equipment
and machinery is not specifically identified.
[28]

I should note right away that the relationship agreement makes
absolutely plain that Yanjian Group and Yanjian Tonga are separate
and independent legal entities.

The agreement sets out the terms

upon which Yanjian Tonga is granted permission to use the Yanjian
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name and logo. Clause 9 states that the parties shall not participate
or share in each other's profits, assets or losses created by their
independent businesses. Clause 17 states that Yanjian Tonga has no
right to perform any activities on behalf of Yanjian Group. There is
much more also in the agreement that confirms the separate legal
identities of the two companies.
[29]

The third agreement is a loan agreement between Yanjian Group
and Yanjian Tonga. It is dated 20 August 2013.
Group lent to Yanjian Tonga $2,278,087.
consist

of

the

following

(TOP$104,22.45),
accessories (again

four

This sum was stated to

components;

USD$56,956.16

engineering

materials

$447,735.78,
not

Under it Yanjian

specifically

identified)

to

a

$1,670,028.77 and office equipment valued at $56,100.

value

and
of

The loan

was to be repaid by 20 August 2021 in which case it was to be
interest free.
[30]

Lady Luani filed an affidavit in which she states that Yanjian Group
had failed to register in Tonga as an overseas company or for tax
purposes and that there were no records of its assets kept by
Government Departments.

She states also that in 2013 Yanjian

Group moved plant and machinery from what was known as Lot 85
to Lot 103 and she took photographs of that plant and machinery,
which she annexed to her affidavit.

The particular plant and

machinery is not further identified nor is a connection made between
it and the assets against which Lord Luani now seeks a charging
order.
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Lady Luani also refers to the fact that the bank account statements
of Yanjian Tonga show an amount of $500,000 was paid to a
company called Yanjian Group Cambodia Limited.

That payment

was made on 18 August 2016 after the closing date of the last
financial statements of Yanjian Tonga that are before the Court.
[32]

Tying together what appear to be disparate strands of evidence is an
affidavit of Lafitani Afu upon which Mr. Fonua placed his greatest
reliance.

Mr. Afu is an accountant.

agreements

to which I

He had considered the three

have referred

and also the financial

statements of Yanjian Tonga for the 2014, 2015 and 2016 financial
years.
[33]

Mr. Afu said that he was requested to provide an opinion as to
'which one of the two companies owns the assets'.

[34]

Based on his analysis he stated that the working capital of Yanjian
Tonga was provided from the two money sums amounting to
$551,958.23 advanced to Yanjian Tonga by Yanjian Group under the
loan agreement. He then goes on to opine:
.. I form the view that the current assets including cash at bank are
the properties of [Yanjian Group] based on the facts that it owned
the working capitals of [Yanjian Tonga]
In the absence of any other source of fund I can only conclude that
all funds provided to and generated by [Yanjian Tonga's] trading
belongs to [Yanjian Group] not [Yanjian Tonga].

This includes any

funds held in the ANZ bank account number 1826650 in the name of
[Yanjian Tonga] and/or account number 1613358 in the name of
[Yanjian Group].
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The balance sheets of [Yanjian Tonga] for the years 2014, 2015 and
2016 clearly show that [Yanjian Tonga] has no current assets which
confirm my opinion that all the plant, machinery equipment and
tools are the property of [ Yanjian Group] not [ Yanjian Tonga].

[35]

Turning to the evidence of Yanjian Tonga, affidavits were filed from
Yalu Ge and Jiahui Wang. I understand an affidavit was also to be
filed for Yanjian Group but it was not available at the time of
hearing.

[36]

Yalu Ge is employed by Yanjian Tonga as a manager and he gave
evidence that on 28 April 2017 (which was before the first Land
Court ruling) Yanjian Tonga and Yanjian Group entered into an
agreement

cancelling the

loan agreement.

The

cancellation

agreement states that the loan agreement was not given full effect
as the money components were not received by Yanjian Tonga and
the materials were only partly delivered. It also records that Yanjian
Tonga does not owe any money to Yanjian Group.
[37]

Jiahui Wang is employed by Yanjian Tonga as an engineer.

He

deposes to the fact that all of the machinery and equipment to which
the application for charging order relates belongs to China Civil
Engineering Construction Corporation (CCECC) and has been given
to Yanjian Tonga for its use.

It is not disputed that CCECC is a

company incorporated in China that contracted with the Government
of Tonga to undertake the Tonga National Road Improvement
Project. Attached to Mr. Wang's affidavit are contracts in respect of
the purchase by CCECC of the machinery and equipment that is in
Yanjian Tonga's possession. In respect of the three heavy trucks
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(item 19(f)) their registration papers were produced and they are
registered to CCECC.
Discussion
[38]

I am proceeding on the basis that the burden of showing that a
charging order absolute should not be made falls on Yanjian Tonga
and Yanjian Group (White Book, 1998 Edition at 50/1-9/10).

I am

satisfied by a considerable margin that they have satisfied their onus
and have established that Yanjian Group has no beneficial interest in
the assets that are the subject of the application. My reasons are as
follows.
[39]

Lady Luani's evidence confirms (to her knowledge at least) the lack
of documentary records identifying the assets of Yanjian Group. Her
evidence that plant and machinery was used by Yanjian Group in
2013 and photographed by her does not take matters very far
because she cannot say that the plant and machinery was owned by
Yanjian Group. She also does not say that plant and machinery that
she photographed is the same plant and machinery that is the
subject of this application.

[ 40]

The fact that Yanjian Tonga advanced to a Cambodia company
$500,000 is unhelpful in the absence of evidence of a connection
between that company and Yanjian Group.

[41]

On Lord Luani's side of the ledger that really only leaves the
evidence of Mr. Afu which I do not accept.
disrespect to

Mr. Afu

but

adequately as an expert

his affidavit

I do not intend any
neither

qualifies

him

nor is there any indication that he
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understands his role and obligations as an expert witness.

More

fundamentally, if Mr. Afu's instruction was, as he states, to provide
an opinion as to 'which one of the two companies owns the assets'
that was entirely unfair to him, first because it does not identify the
assets, secondly, because the question only allows for the possibility
of two answers (neither of which may .be correct) and thirdly, it is
not an accountant's question but a matter of law.
[ 42]

Mr. Afu's primary thesis is that the working capital of Yanjian Tonga
was provided by the cash components advanced to it by Yanjian
Group and as a result Yanjian Group owns all of the assets of Yanjian
Tonga.

As a

matter of law and common sense that is an

unsustainable position. The relationship between Yanjian Tonga and
Yanjian Group under the loan agreement was one of debtor and
creditor and no more than that.

Neither the terms of the loan

agreement nor the fact of the advances gave Yanjian Group rights of
ownership over the assets of Yanjian Tonga.
[ 43]

I do not accept either Mr. Afu's evidence that as the financial
statements of Yanjian Tonga do not show it as having any noncurrent assets 'all the plant, machinery, equipment and tools are the
properties of 'Yanjian Group'.

It is not clear throughout Mr. Afu's

affidavit what plant and machinery he is referring to and he does not
appear to have contemplated the possibility that any plant and
machinery in the possession of Yanjian Tonga is owned by a third
party which, as it happens, appears to be the case.
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[44]

Against what is weak evidence in support of the argument that
Yanjian Group is the owner of the assets of Yanjian Tonga there is
the following more cogent evidence to the contrary.

[ 45]

First, it is made quite clear in the relationship agreement and the
loan agreement that Yanjian Group and Yanjian Tonga are separate
and independent companies. I can see nothing in those agreements
that supports Mr. Fonua's argument that Yanjian Tonga is the puppet
of Yanjian Group.

[46]

Secondly, the existence of any debt owed by Yanjian Tonga to
Yanjian Group under the loan agreement did not create in Yanjian
Group any rights of ownership over the assets of Yanjian Tonga.

In

any event the loan agreement has been cancelled and there is no
indebtedness.
[47]

I understood Mr. Fonua to make a submission that if the loan
agreement was cancelled then

all of the assets and money

transferred or advanced under it to Yanjian Tonga must revert or be
repaid to Yanjian Group. That is not the position at law and there is
nothing in the loan agreement to support it.

It is also contrary to

the express terms of the cancellation agreement that Yanjian Tonga
does not owe Yanjian Group any money.
[ 48]

The point was made that the cancellation agreement should be
regarded with suspicion as having been entered into only days
before the Land Court's ruling.

I do not accept that submission as

Yanjian Group and Yanjian Tonga were facing the same claims in the
Land Court and I cannot see why they would consider that cancelling
the loan agreement would materially advantage either of them in the
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relation to any judgment the Land Court might deliver.
Fonua did

not

elect to

cross-examine Yalu Ge.

Also Mr.
In

those

circumstances I am not prepared to draw an inference that the
cancellation agreement is not genuine.
[ 49]

Secondly, as far as the plant and machinery in the possession of
Yanjian Tonga is concerned the evidence satisfies me that it is
owned by CCECC. This
attached

was the evidence of Jiahui Wang who

purchase contracts along with registration certificates of

the heavy trucks to his affidavit.
[50]

For those reasons Lord Luani's application must fail and under 0.34
Rule 4 Supreme Court Rules the charge imposed over the assets on
9 November 2017 is discharged.
The application to cancel the ruling

[51]

Mr. Fonua conceded that the fate of this application was dependent
upon the Court accepting that the assets of Yanjian Tonga were in
fact owned by Yanjian Group. I have rejected that proposition and
accordingly this application must be dismissed.
Result

[52]

Lord Luani is to appear for examination at 9am on 5 December
2017. At least seven days before that date Lord Luani is to provide
to Yanjian Tonga's lawyer all of the information listed as 2(a)-( e) in
the Order for Oral Examination of Judgment Debtor dated 1
November 2017.
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I refuse to make a charging order absolute and under 0.34 Rule 4
Supreme Court Rules the charge imposed over the assets on 9
November 2017 is discharged.

[54]

The application to cancel this Court's ruling of 2 November 2017 is
dismissed.

[55]

Yanjian Group and Yanjian Tonga are entitled to costs which are to
be fixed by the Registrar if not agreed.
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